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Low-Cost Ambient-Light-Controlled 
LED NIGHT LAMP 

DANIEL A. FIGUEIREDO 

his lamp uses a 1.5W LED

module operated on a 12V DC 

power supPply. Here, an L14F1 

phototransistor works as a sensor. 

When there is sutficient light falling 
on the sensor, LED remains off; but 

when there is dim or no light,LED automatically starts gloW- ing. The author's prototype is shown in Fig. 1. 

O 

Circuit and working 
The circuit diagram of the low-
cost ambient-light-controlled 

LED lamp is shown in Fig. 2. O 

PARTS LIST 
Semncondiuctors: 

The circuit consists of a bridge
12V, 1.5W LED module
L14F1 phototransistor 
BC547 npn transistor 
SL100 npn transistor 
12V, 1W Zener diode 

LED1 

rectiher (BR1) followed by a Fia. 3: Actual-size PCB layout of low-cost ambien-gfilter and a Zener regulator controlled lamp (ZD1). ZD1's output gives 12V, 

T2 

13 

ZDI 

MOV1 400V AC MOV 
which is used to drive the main Resistors (all 1/4-watt, t5% carbon):

470-kilo-ohm 11434H ZD 
se A R212Y, 1.5W O circuit. 

The main circuit consists CONI 
220-ohm 
10-kilo-ohm 

R2 

FOR 
230V A FI 1A O of an L14F1 phototransistor (T1), which is connected to the

base of the BC547 transistor
(T2). An SL100 transistor (T3) 
is connected to the 12V, 1.5W 
LED module.

T35L188 
R+ 1-kilo-ohm 

Capacitors: 
RE BRI A 0.47uF,400V polyester 

47pF, 63V electrolytic 12 
TR3 
18K 547 

C1 

C2 

MOV 8.47u
ABev AC 

Miscellaneous: 

C2 4/u
CON1 2-pin connector for 230V AC 

Supply 
- 1A fuse

-1Abridge rectifie 
230V AC mains sipply 

O 
O) 

When light íalls on T1, it 
conducts and switches on T2. Fig. 4: Components layout for the PCB When T2 is switched on, there
is OV at its collector. This switches 

BR1 

Comstruction and testing off T3 and the LED module goes off. 
When there is no light falling on Tl, An actual-size PCB layout of the low- cost ambient-light-controlled lamp is its collector. This switches on T3 and shown in Fig. 3 and its components layout in;Fig. 4. Assemble the comn during daytime, the LED module gets ponents on the PCB as per the circuitautomatically switched off, while diagram and hook the circuit to AC 

mains. After connecting the circuit 
to AC mains, test it by blocking the transformer is not used here. In ambient light falling on Tl. If the this circuit,,volt- LED module is switched on and off 

age is obtained by blocking and unblocking ambient 
light with your hand in front of T1, it 
means night and day conditions are 
being simulated. The circuit is now 

T2 switches off and 12V is available at 

the LED module glows. This means,

during night, it switches on. 
It may be noted that a step-down Fig. 1: Author's prototype 

LED1 

through 0.47F 
capacitor with- 
out much loss. 
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BR1 Unlike resistance, ready to use. EFY w-f there is not much 
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tical capacitor 
because current 
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(V) by almost 90 
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Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of low-cost ambient-light-controlled lamp 
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